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Faith Seekers Stripped Naked In The Eyes Of God
Faith Index Peels Away Inhibitions

New York, NY (PRWEB) – May 5, 2005 – Glorious the Magic Genie has created a free
Faith Index that shows people how to peel away years of feeling insecure about how
much faith they really have by using their imagination, and concentrating on their true
inner feelings. Wouldn’t everyone like to learn how to build their faith? The first step is
to discover how much faith one has by checking out the Faith Index at
www.faith123.com.
Glorious’s Faith Index consists of ten simple multiple-choice questions. People can
check them out to find out how much faith they have. A score of 100 is perfect. No one is
perfect except God. A score of 70 or more indicates a person of faith. A score of 50 to 70
means more faith is needed. A score of less than 50 means lots more faith is needed.
People can take the Faith Index quiz to find out where they stand. Everyone taking the
Faith Index quiz is entitled to a free faith-based Magic Pill, and a free membership in the
Faith Builders Club which offers them ‘little leaps’ or Magical keys to finding their faith.
Stop being inhibited and learn to express true feelings of faith. Take a ‘little leap’ of faith
and check out The Faith Index. It can help people discover that they are entitled to be
people of faith.
We are all naked in the eyes of God. New Faith Index strips people of their inhibitions.
Glorious the Magic Genie has invented a Faith Index to show people how much faith
they have. This simple ten question, multiple-choice quiz can help people find more faith,
and can be used with a free faith-based Magic Pill to help people learn how to build their
faith. Take the quiz at www.faith123.com. Join the free Faith Builders Club and discover
the ‘little leaps’ or Magical keys that can help people find their faith.
Arthur Levine, Faith Builder Imaginest, is the author of The Magic of Faith about a
Magic Genie Faith Builder who offers people 99 Magical Keys to finding their faith. He
is a former Director of New Business for Family Circle Magazine. He specializes in
writing books about faith utilizing a fantasy format. Sometimes it takes a little
imagination to believe in what we cannot see or understand.
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